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Circuit breaker 3VA6 UL Frame 150
3VA6110-7HM31-2AA0

Siemens
3VA6110-7HM31-2AA0
4042948850886 EAN/GTIN

7075,61 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (CHN)

Circuit breaker 3VA6 UL Frame 150 3VA6110-7HM31-2AA0 rated uninterrupted current Iu 100A, rated voltage 600 ... 600V, rated limiting short-circuit breaking current Icu at
400 V, 50 Hz 110kA, overload release current setting 40 ... 100A, setting range of the instantaneous short-circuit release 150 ... 1200A, integrated Ground fault protection,
connection type main circuit other, device type built-in device fixed installation, suitable for top hat rail mounting, top hat rail mounting optional, number of auxiliary contacts as
opener 0, number of auxiliary contacts as make contact 0, number of auxiliary contacts as changeover contact 0, number of poles 3, position of the connection for main circuit
other, design of the Actuating element toggle, complete device with protection unit, optional motor drive, degree of protection (IP) IP40, circuit breaker 3VA6 UL Frame 150
switching capacity class C 100kA @ 480V 3-pole, system protection ETU330, LIG, In=100A overload protection Ir=40A...100A short-circuit protection Ii=1 .5...12 x In Earth fault
protection Ig=0.2...1 x In, tg=0.1/0.3s without connection 3VA6 molded case circuit breakers with ETU 3 series for system protection, 100% rated breaker, UL approval. The
3VA UL molded case circuit breakers from Siemens, as an important part of the SENTRON protective components for industrial applications and for applications in the
infrastructure sector, offer effective system and starter protection through safe shutdown in the event of an overload or short circuit. The 3VA UL sets standards in terms of
flexibility and modular variety of accessories. The 100% rated versions of the 3VA6 molded case circuit breaker can be operated continuously with 100% of the specified rated
current. They are specially tested and certified for this. The 3VA UL molded case circuit breakers also offer the best conditions for machines and switchgear manufacturers
exporting worldwide. In addition to the IEC standard, the two series 3VA5 and 3VA6 also meet the UL standard. All functionalities can thus be used and used worldwide for
systems. . This variant of the 3VA molded case circuit breaker is primarily characterized by: 1. Compact design. 2. Available as a variant for system protection. 3. 100% Rated
Breakers. 4. Available in 3 and 4 pole versions. 5. Depending on the size: rated current 40 A ... 400 A. 6. Four switching capacity classes from 35 kA ... 150 kA at 480 V. 7. The
series has an electronic overcurrent release. 8. Installation in fixed installation, plug-in technology, slide-in technology possible. 9. Modular and easy-to-mount internal
accessories with a wide range of functions. For the safe, efficient...
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